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The art of making items gives us the instant ice 

breaker when there’s not much to say. On the va-

cation, we were tucked away hooking out projects 
just because we love crochet so much. 

I would prefer a handmade gift over anything 
else. The person took the time to make the item 
with me in mind.  The trick is for that person to 
know me well enough to know my preferred co-

lours and decor sense in my home. 

This eBook is interactive, you can click for the 

patterns you want. 
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Holiday Collection

The Christmas season means something different for everyone. I feel it’s personal on how The Christmas season means something different for everyone. I feel it’s personal on how 
we partake in this occasion. Some of us go all out with decor, while others are minimal in we partake in this occasion. Some of us go all out with decor, while others are minimal in 
their approach. I enjoy making projects where I can bring it out from the past and have fond their approach. I enjoy making projects where I can bring it out from the past and have fond 
memories. Yes, I tend to forget I make things until it comes back out. It makes me smile.memories. Yes, I tend to forget I make things until it comes back out. It makes me smile.

Christmas can be one of the most stressful occa-

sions of all. I remember as a kid circling the mall 
trying to 昀椀nd gifts for my parents. What do you 

get someone that pretty much seems to be 

happy with everything they already have? I 

hear the Christmas music over the speakers. I’m 
lost and let’s face it, it’s not a fun festive feeling 
as there is an expectation that we will let down 
people. 

Christmas to me is more about relationships than 
anything. It’s the people we surround ourselves 
with. One year, we did a Team Christmas vaca-

tion together. As an adult, it was one of the most 
magical moments to behold. 

Just our friends was all that was needed. We 
were made our entire vacation about Christmas, 

though we were a bit early. Diann even brought 
a light up Christmas Tree with her! Who brings a 
Christmas tree to a cruise ship? Diann does! 

Crochet brought all of these relationships togeth-

er but it’s the laughter and story telling between 
each other that keeps us connected. 

Introduction



There are many different themes of Christmas 
when you glance in the stores. Everything from 
sugar plum faires, hockey, Disney, traditional, 
glitter extreme and modern to name a few. In my 
lifetime, I have seen Christmas transform into so 
many themes. Some of it really nice but some 
of it, at least to me, is outright gawdy. You know 
what I am talking about. 

Like yarn, we all have our preferences on what 
we like versus others that don’t suit our personal 
taste. While some people will completely trans-

form their decor, others like me, will just add 
accessories to give it the Christmas feel to our 
home. 

Somewhere along the 
line, I got turned off 
of the conventional 
Christmas colours of 
red and white. 

Originally, red and 
green together 

were the colours of 
Christmas but in 1931, the 

Coca-Cola Company did a rendering of 
Santa wearing red and white. The red in the out-
昀椀t matched exactly the logo colour of Coco-Co-

la. Adding the green for the fonts. His out昀椀t was 
white fur trim with the perfectly matching white 
beard. His boots, still traditional brown. 

Originally named as St. Nicholas and then trans-

formed early on in the USA to Kris Kringle. Both 
names together would become Sinterklaas and 
then later on would become what we know it to-

day here in North America as Santa Claus. 

I refer to this colouring, the Coco-Cola Christ-

mas. It’s the image of a drawing that would shape 
the Christmas colours of the future.

The St. Nicholas colours of Christmas is what 

I prefer as it’s classic and dates back much fur-
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ther.  I feel like it’s honouring the tradition of the 
original St. Nicholas. 

One of the biggest 
reasons why I pre-

fer the Victorian ap-

proach of decor co-

lours is that I can 
leave up the dec-

orations longer. 
I’m almost more 
likely to leave 
out projects well 
after Christmas has past 
because it matches my decor and 
represents the season more than a speci昀椀c    
calendar date. 

I like the deep burgandies, browns, muted blues, 
near blacks and neutrals. Like the brown fur of 
St Nicholas’ out昀椀t to the more well-used. Not so 
crisp and bright. This colour palette lends itself so 
well to wooden decorations, plaid, golden shim-

mers and candles. 

The Toy Box Chrismas is my second most fa-

vourite theme of Christmas. I discovered this by 
accident one year. 

I did a tutorial for 
the Jingle Bells 

Door Hanger and 

really thought the 
blue was unex-

pected. I used a 
lighter blue, very 
much like the 
front cover of 

this eBook. I was 
hooked. 

Whatever theme is your favourite, crochet your 
projects to meet your  wishes. Life is short, enjoy 
the ride. However you choose to observe this oc-

casion, let’s support each other. 

Holiday Preferences

https://thecrochetcrowd.com/jinglebells/
https://thecrochetcrowd.com/jinglebells/
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Peppermint Throw

I remember when I saw this for the 昀椀rst time before it went I remember when I saw this for the 昀椀rst time before it went 
out to the public. I 昀氀ipped out as I had this original sample out to the public. I 昀氀ipped out as I had this original sample 
in my house and was so excited. I was asked to teach this in my house and was so excited. I was asked to teach this 
design and it was so visually interesting. Designed by Bendy design and it was so visually interesting. Designed by Bendy 
Carter. Carter. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 47” wide x 55” long. 

Designed with Red Heart® Soft™. 

Level: Experienced but there is a tu-

torial to help people along the way. 

There are ways to improvise the de-

sign instead of having multiples of 

motifs.

This project has interlocking stitch cro-

chet which is breaking up the colors. I 

have seen this afghan done in greens 

and assorted other colours too. This is 

the Coco-Cola Christmas theme.

GET THIS PATTERN
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Links are Clickable

https://thecrochetcrowd.com/crochet-peppermint-christmas-afghan-pattern/
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Poinsettia Throw

This throw uses the idea of really traditional motifs with a This throw uses the idea of really traditional motifs with a 
combination of solid stripes. All of the poinsettia and white combination of solid stripes. All of the poinsettia and white 
arrow-like design, with exception to the motifs are cross arrow-like design, with exception to the motifs are cross 
stitched into the afghan. Designed by Michele Thompson.stitched into the afghan. Designed by Michele Thompson.

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 50” wide x 60” long. 

Designed with Red Heart® Super 

Saver™. 

Level: It’s classi昀椀ed as easy level as 
the cross stitch is just following the 

provided chart. Make no mistake, this 

does take time to do. It’s de昀椀nitely 

something worthy of a ribbon, preferra-

bly blue if you were to submit this for the 

county fair. This is conventional Christ-

mas theme colours. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/poinsettia-2/
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Christmas Morning

This is a stitch sampler blanket that really can lend itself to This is a stitch sampler blanket that really can lend itself to 
pretty much any colour combination. For my tutorial, switched pretty much any colour combination. For my tutorial, switched 
the white for grey and used pink and purples for the granite the white for grey and used pink and purples for the granite 
stitch. It was so nice. Designed by Marianne Forrestal.stitch. It was so nice. Designed by Marianne Forrestal.

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 45” wide x 55” long. 

Designed with Red Heart® Super 

Saver™. 

Level: This is an easy level project 

and also a project where you can 

learn new stitch combinations. I pro-

vided some extra crochet diagrams 

with this one to show you how it looks. 

This matches my Toy Box Christmas 

concept that I talked about earlier. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/crochet-christmas-morning-throw-pattern/
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Winter Blizzard

From the centre of the snow昀氀ake outward. Using Jacob’s Lad-From the centre of the snow昀氀ake outward. Using Jacob’s Lad-
der concept as the colours transition from the white to the der concept as the colours transition from the white to the 
dark blues. Then 昀椀nished with random crochet spiked stitch-dark blues. Then 昀椀nished with random crochet spiked stitch-
es to be like icecles. This was a collabouration design with es to be like icecles. This was a collabouration design with 
Mikey and Diva Dan.Mikey and Diva Dan.

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 55” wide x 60” long. 

Designed with Bernat® Super Val-

ue™. 

Level: This is an intermediate level 

and was designed with the snow昀氀ake 
being the focal point. We have seen 

this afghan done up in red and pur-

ples. Some chose to leave o昀昀 the ice-

cles which makes this look completely 

di昀昀erent. 

This is just a winter theme concept.  

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/crochet-blizzard-snowflake-afghan-pattern/
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Snow Window

The Winter Blizzard is the prototype to this design. Taking The Winter Blizzard is the prototype to this design. Taking 
the snow昀氀ake motif and transforming it to square. Again us-the snow昀氀ake motif and transforming it to square. Again us-
ing Jacob’s Lader and using variegated to soften it up. This ing Jacob’s Lader and using variegated to soften it up. This 
was designed by Michael Sellick.was designed by Michael Sellick.

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 65” wide x 65” long. 

Designed with Bernat® Blanket™. 

Level: This is an intermediate level 

project. Using only 9 square motifs, 

this was crocheted over a weekend. 

It’s generous is sizing and can lend 

itself to many di昀昀erent colour ways. 

This is just a winter theme concept with 

a touch of texture. It’s heavy as well, so 

it would be a good weighted blanket. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/crochet-country-snow-window-blanket-pattern/
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Joyous Throw

This blanket is deceptive as the variegated throws off the This blanket is deceptive as the variegated throws off the 
eye. In fact, the actual pattern is incredible an easy to do. eye. In fact, the actual pattern is incredible an easy to do. 
With textured ribbing, for the holidays or any time of year, With textured ribbing, for the holidays or any time of year, 
this is a winner. This was designed by Marianne Forrestal.this is a winner. This was designed by Marianne Forrestal.

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 44” wide x 56” long. 

Designed with Red Heart® Super 

Saver™. 

Level: This is de昀椀nitely and easy level 
project and can be very playful with 

the colouring. It does have textured 

with front post triple trebles. Easy 

to maintain the pattern without much 

reference back to the pattern too. This 

colouring matches the conventional 

Christmas theme. I did my swatch in Toy 

Box and it even better.  

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/crochet-joyous-throw-pattern/
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Christmas Wreath

The Wreath is made up of motifs that give the illusion of the The Wreath is made up of motifs that give the illusion of the 
wreaths shown. It requires sewing but it really does give a wreaths shown. It requires sewing but it really does give a 
beautiful look over all. beautiful look over all. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 67” wide x 61” long. 

Designed with Red Heart® Super 

Saver™. 

Level: This is made up of di昀昀erent 
types of granny motifs. Some motifs 

full colour while others are half and 

half. How you sew it together makes 

this thow. It’s generous is size too. 

This is just a conventional Christmas 

theme. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/christmasthrow/
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Home for Christmas

Daniel suggested to Mikey that he create a three dimension-Daniel suggested to Mikey that he create a three dimension-
al wreath afghan. I looked at the front door of our home as al wreath afghan. I looked at the front door of our home as 
I associate wreaths to the from door. I 昀椀gured out how to do I associate wreaths to the from door. I 昀椀gured out how to do 
the crocodile stitch as an overlay for this beauty. the crocodile stitch as an overlay for this beauty. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 58” wide x 58” long. De-

signed with Caron® Simply Soft™. 

Level: Due to the crocodile stitch 

overlay, it becomes an intermediate 

pattern. However, once you view the 

tutorial, I think it could scale back to 

easy level. 

Yarnspirations suggested I use Caron 

Simply Soft for a better look and drape. 

They were right. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/crochet-home-for-christmas-afghan-pattern/
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Woodland Afghan

Originally designed by Mikey when Red Heart joined Yarnspi-Originally designed by Mikey when Red Heart joined Yarnspi-
rations. Our 昀椀rst ever project for Red Heart was the Octagon rations. Our 昀椀rst ever project for Red Heart was the Octagon 
and Squares blanket. This was a tribute to the beginning by and Squares blanket. This was a tribute to the beginning by 
looking back. I looked into the backyard of our home and looking back. I looked into the backyard of our home and 
these are the colours I saw.  these are the colours I saw.  

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 54” wide x 68” long. 

Designed with Red Heart® Super 

Saver™. 

Level: Easy level with visual breaks of 

spaces in the octagons. A bit of tex-

ture at the centre points of the motifs. 

This design lends itself to colour in-

tepretation to make it your own style. 

I enjoyed designing this one and giving it 

out to you as a free pattern. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/crochet-woodland-afghan-tutorial/
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Reindeer Christmas

Designed by Sarah from Repeat Crafter Me. These rectan-Designed by Sarah from Repeat Crafter Me. These rectan-
gular shaped motifs puzzle together. You have Rudolf in the gular shaped motifs puzzle together. You have Rudolf in the 
middle surrounded by 8 reindeer. It’s also backed with a middle surrounded by 8 reindeer. It’s also backed with a 
昀氀eece lining as an option too. It’s very cheerful.  昀氀eece lining as an option too. It’s very cheerful.  

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 33” wide x 36” long. 

Designed with Bernat® Super Val-

ue™. 

Level: It’s considered an easy level. 

There is also crochet diagrams used 

in the pattern to assist with the rounds 

used in the granny squares. There are 

safety eyes used in the reindeer faces 

in this creative Christmas kid-size throw.  

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/crochet-reindeer-blanket-pattern-repeat-crafter-me/
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Retro Ornament

Designed by Jessie Rayot. Jessie has impeccable colour tastes Designed by Jessie Rayot. Jessie has impeccable colour tastes 
in her projects. This afghan is modern with a nod back to the in her projects. This afghan is modern with a nod back to the 
past in the shape of traditional ornaments. It’s a show-stop-past in the shape of traditional ornaments. It’s a show-stop-
ping example of creativity. ping example of creativity. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 45” wide x 55” long. 

Designed with Red Heart® Super 

Saver™. 

Level: Intermediate for sure. This pat-

tern when using oval shaping requires 

extra attention to the counting and at-

taching process. 

Jessie has laid out this pattern beauti-

fully in the instructions. Give it a go to 

create a festive afghan to use year after 

year. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/crochet-retro-ornament-afghan/
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Dusty Snow昀氀ake

Designed by Tammy Hildebrand. A clever approach to the Designed by Tammy Hildebrand. A clever approach to the 
overlays for this wonderful example of a snowy evening. overlays for this wonderful example of a snowy evening. 
From the small motifs and variegated yarn being used. It’s a From the small motifs and variegated yarn being used. It’s a 
favourite by many crocheters as a winter-based throw.favourite by many crocheters as a winter-based throw.

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 45” wide x 52.5” long. 

Designed with Red Heart® Super 

Saver™. 

Level: Considered an easy level with 

the attaching of the motifs to be done 

at the end. Work like an assembly line 

with this project and boost yourself 

forward by working on each motif at the 

same area so you don’t have to review 

the pattern as much.

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/9-challenging-chrismas-crochet-blankets-with-tutorials/
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Boho Ornament

Designed by Mikey and inspired by the Victorian Ornaments Designed by Mikey and inspired by the Victorian Ornaments 
Afghan. With 3D texture applied and use of bobbles and Afghan. With 3D texture applied and use of bobbles and 
moss stitching. It’s random in many ways but strategic in oth-moss stitching. It’s random in many ways but strategic in oth-
er ways. It’s a great scrapghan project. er ways. It’s a great scrapghan project. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 66” wide x 55” long. De-

signed with Caron® One Pound™. 

Level: An intermediate level pattern. 

This is a big pattern and was used in 

a stitch along. The pattern is a mini 

booklet unto itself. The usage of the 

colours can be matched to your own 

theme for the festive season. Depending 

on colours, you could have this for year 

round decor too. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/crochet-christmas-ornament-blanket-pattern/
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Victorian

Designed by Kate Steinke. It’s a tribute to Victorian Orna-Designed by Kate Steinke. It’s a tribute to Victorian Orna-
ment Decorations on a tree. The colour possibilities are end-ment Decorations on a tree. The colour possibilities are end-
less. If you look closely, you see small motifs between the less. If you look closely, you see small motifs between the 
joins of the large motifs. The idea of this afghan inspired joins of the large motifs. The idea of this afghan inspired 
Mikey to think about shaping and texture. Mikey to think about shaping and texture. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 50” wide x 74” long. De-

signed with Caron® Simply Soft™. 

Level: Considered an Intermediate 

Level but I have attempted this pat-

tern and consider this to be advanced 

level. It really does require extra at-

tention to the counting and it’s a la-

bour of love. 

The colours are subjective to your per-

sonal tastes to change out as well. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://www.yarnspirations.com/ca-en/caron-victorian-ornaments-afghan/CAC0502-009169M.html?utm_source=Influencer_TCC&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=2020_06_23_Caron_Victorian_Ornaments_Afghan_Pattern_|_Yarnspirations
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Festive Throw

Designed by Katherine Eng. A wonderfully thought out gran-Designed by Katherine Eng. A wonderfully thought out gran-
ny square design that has a bit of texture at the centres. It ny square design that has a bit of texture at the centres. It 
puzzles together without sewing and the border was super puzzles together without sewing and the border was super 
easy. The yarn used is discontinued... just substitute. easy. The yarn used is discontinued... just substitute. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 47” wide x 55” long. 

Designed with Red Heart® Celebra-

tion™. 

Level: Intermediate level and I learned 

some new techniques with this 昀椀ne 
example of unleashed creativity. I 

would dare to say this is easy level 

but the joining can be a challenge for 

those just starting out. I enjoyed making 

a test swatch of this one. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/crochet-festive-squares-throw-pattern/
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Peppermint Pinwheel

Designed by Mikey using tapestry techniques. The spiral nat-Designed by Mikey using tapestry techniques. The spiral nat-
urally happens when working in the round. Incredible exam-urally happens when working in the round. Incredible exam-
ples of creativity have been showcased. Using Caron Cakes ples of creativity have been showcased. Using Caron Cakes 
with this has proven to be show stopping results. with this has proven to be show stopping results. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 48” diameter. Designed 

with Caron® One Pound™. 

Level: The tapestry techniques used 

here boost this to an intermediate 

level project. It was designed to keep 

this pattern to strictly 2 balls of yarn. 

The colour changing is strategic for 

an easy repeat on this throw size. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/crochet-along-peppermint-afghan-pattern/
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Christmas Plaid

Designed by Marly Bird. Traditional in colouring and com-Designed by Marly Bird. Traditional in colouring and com-
pletely immersed in festive feelings. Using woven techniques pletely immersed in festive feelings. Using woven techniques 
to produce this wonderful cheerful large blanket. The instruc-to produce this wonderful cheerful large blanket. The instruc-
tions are easy to follow. tions are easy to follow. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 57” wide x 75.5” long. 

Designed with Red Heart® Super 

Saver™. 

Level: De昀椀nitely and easy level with 
straight forward instructions on pro-

ducing the horizontal rows. At the end 

of the project, you will then weave in 

the colours for the cross-overs that pro-

duce the plaid look. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/crochet-plaid-christmas-blanket/
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Holiday Stripes

Designed by Katherine Eng. The stripes are neat but the bor-Designed by Katherine Eng. The stripes are neat but the bor-
der on this one is absolutely stunning. Using a multiple of der on this one is absolutely stunning. Using a multiple of 
colours for the border really showcases how stunning the colours for the border really showcases how stunning the 
border can be. I was really shocked on how nice the border border can be. I was really shocked on how nice the border 
de昀椀ned this blanket. de昀椀ned this blanket. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 42” wide x 57” long. 

Designed with Red Heart® Clas-

sic™. 

Level: The striping is a bit more than 

you would imagine but still remains 

an easy level pattern to follow. The 

striping layout gives the look a some-

what unpredictable pattern. 

The border on this blanket is one of the 

best I have ever seen in crochet.  

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/christmas/
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Happy Holidays

An old by timeless traditional Christmas Blanket. The blanket An old by timeless traditional Christmas Blanket. The blanket 
is sewn in a way where it keeps the squares in a diamond for-is sewn in a way where it keeps the squares in a diamond for-
mation. You can, of course, sew them to be sitting with each mation. You can, of course, sew them to be sitting with each 
other like a regular granny blanket. other like a regular granny blanket. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 47” wide x 65” long. 

Designed with Bernat® Happy Hol-

idays™. 

Level: An easy level granny square 

that has a round middle that transi-

tions to a square near the end of the 

motif. 

This can encourage you to be creative 

on how you sew the motifs together.  

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/holiday-afghan/
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Holiday Throw

Designed by Marianne Forrestal. This is like a traditional Designed by Marianne Forrestal. This is like a traditional 
large granny square blanket with a bit of front post work that large granny square blanket with a bit of front post work that 
is strategic. Look carefully and you will see it on the front. is strategic. Look carefully and you will see it on the front. 
You can pretty much change the colours to suit your lifestyle.You can pretty much change the colours to suit your lifestyle.

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 47” wide x 47” long. 

Designed with Red Heart® Holi-

day™. 

Level: An easy level granny square 

that has some textured stitches add-

ed to this blanket. Look at your your 

home and see what colours would go 

best with your decor. The possibilities of 

the colour array are limitless. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/free-red-heart-pattern-christmas-holiday-throw/
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Ripples of Joy

Another 昀椀ne example of cheerful colouring designed by Jes-Another 昀椀ne example of cheerful colouring designed by Jes-
sie Rayot. A unique chevron blanket with strategic colour sie Rayot. A unique chevron blanket with strategic colour 
alignment. This blanket has a bit of texture applied which alignment. This blanket has a bit of texture applied which 
appeals to many crocheters. appeals to many crocheters. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 45” wide x 56” long. 

Designed with Red Heart® With 

Love™. 

Level: An easy level project that will 

get you excited about the colouring 

choices you will make. Choose your 

colours and assign the letters to 

them. Let this play out on your hook and 

see it come to life.  

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/crochet-ripples-of-joy-blanket-pattern/
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Plaid o’tad Blanket

With Bernat Blanket, this blanket can be a very quick festive With Bernat Blanket, this blanket can be a very quick festive 
blanket to add to your decor. The plaid look is a cross over blanket to add to your decor. The plaid look is a cross over 
in one area that gives the illusion of a Christmas Present. It’s in one area that gives the illusion of a Christmas Present. It’s 
pretty awesome. pretty awesome. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 52” wide x 52” long. 

Designed with Bernat® Blanket™. 

Level: De昀椀nitely an easy pattern to 
follow. Following the colouring and 

create the horizontal stripes. There 

are spaces between each stitch that 

are leaving room for the few woven 

strands that will pass through the stich-

es in the veritical direction. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/crochet-plaid-otad-blanket-tutorial/
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Holiday Balls

Designed by Ann Regis. This is a strategic granny square that Designed by Ann Regis. This is a strategic granny square that 
resembles a ball in the middle of the square. The motifs are resembles a ball in the middle of the square. The motifs are 
joined as you go, so no sewing! The border is pretty neat joined as you go, so no sewing! The border is pretty neat 
too!  too!  

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 58” wide x 58” long. 

Designed with Red Heart® Super 

Soft™. 

Level: The join as you go technique 

boosts this to an intermediate level 

project. I think this could be coloured 

very di昀昀erently for year round blan-

kets or even something unique to match 

your decor better. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/holiday-balls-afghan/
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C2c Snow昀氀ake

Designed by Marly Bird. This is a corner to corner, affec-Designed by Marly Bird. This is a corner to corner, affec-
tionally known as C2C. She has provided the diagram in the tionally known as C2C. She has provided the diagram in the 
pattern to follow and this requires some patience to follow. pattern to follow and this requires some patience to follow. 
Grab your highlighters and watch this blanket grow. Grab your highlighters and watch this blanket grow. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 50” wide x 43” long. 

Designed with Red Heart® Super 

Saver™. 

Level: Standard C2C but with colour 

changing that will require lots of yarn 

tails to be woven in. 

It’s a beatiful example that can be en-

joyed year after year.  

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/crochet-corner-to-corner-snowflake-blanket/
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Hibernate Blanket

A proven winner is this moss stitch blanket using grays. Christ-A proven winner is this moss stitch blanket using grays. Christ-
mas can be exhausting to entertain and some people, like mas can be exhausting to entertain and some people, like 
me, just want a life break. This is a blanket to climb under me, just want a life break. This is a blanket to climb under 
and grab my cell phone and surf the internet while the TV is and grab my cell phone and surf the internet while the TV is 
playing in the background. playing in the background. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 52” wide x 60” long. 

Designed with Bernat® Blanket™. 

Level: An easy level, nearly beginner 

level blanket that allows grey to be 

the mentally relaxing tones to bring 

calm to your life. It will be a somewhat 

weighted blanket and enjoyable in the 

cooler months. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/crochet-hibernation-blanket/
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Cabin Hibernate

The sister of the original Hibernat Blanket is the Cabin Hiber-The sister of the original Hibernat Blanket is the Cabin Hiber-
nate that is coloured uniquely for the warm browns and plaid nate that is coloured uniquely for the warm browns and plaid 
looks you may be enjoying for the colder months of the year. looks you may be enjoying for the colder months of the year. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 52” wide x 60” long. 

Designed with Bernat® Blanket™. 

Level: An easy level, nearly beginner 

level blanket that allows grey to be 

the mentally relaxing tones to bring 

calm to your life. It will be a somewhat 

weighted blanket and enjoyable in the 

cooler months. This is the same pattern 

as the Hibernate but coloured di昀昀erent-
ed.

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/crochet-cabin-hibernate-blanket-tutorial/
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Lumberjack

The Lumberjack Blanket is strategically coloured for the look The Lumberjack Blanket is strategically coloured for the look 
of warm work socks. A gender neutral colour pallete that of warm work socks. A gender neutral colour pallete that 
could be a conversational piece. This was designed by Erin could be a conversational piece. This was designed by Erin 
Black and for the Canada 150th Birthday Celebrations.  Black and for the Canada 150th Birthday Celebrations.  

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 48” wide x 63” long. 

Designed with Bernat® Softee® 

Chunky™. 

Level: Beautiful textured stitches with 

large hook allows this to grow really 

quickly. It’s an easy level project that 

will leave you feeling proud of your-

self when you are done.

Great gift idea. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/crochet-lumberjack-blanket/
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Trimmings

Designed by Jeanne Steinhilber. This pattern resembles the Designed by Jeanne Steinhilber. This pattern resembles the 
look of added trimmings to a 昀椀replace mantle. A unique look of added trimmings to a 昀椀replace mantle. A unique 
looking afghan to add to your holiday decor. looking afghan to add to your holiday decor. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 55” wide x 65” long. 

Designed with Red Heart® With 

Love™. 

Level: Most likely an intermediate 

level. it resembles the trim around the 

holiday decor of a room or 昀椀replace. 
Jeanne was super excited about this 

pattern and it worked out lovely. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/crochet-christmas-trimmings-afghan/
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Holiday Cables

Designed by Bonnie Barker, this unique stitch sampler featur-Designed by Bonnie Barker, this unique stitch sampler featur-
ing the wonderful Celtic Stitch is terri昀椀c. Combined with hte ing the wonderful Celtic Stitch is terri昀椀c. Combined with hte 
free tutorial, this is one of those really special blankets you free tutorial, this is one of those really special blankets you 
can keep or give away as a gift. can keep or give away as a gift. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 45” wide x 66” long. 

Designed with Red Heart® With 

Love™. 

Level: De昀椀nitely intermediate level 
with some great examples of stitch-

es to learn. The pattern is well written 

and with Bonnie’s tutorials, you can 

follow along with how she crocheted 

this unique holiday cables throw. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/holiday-cables-throw/
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Happy Holiday

A real treat and true stitch sampler by Marianne Forrest-A real treat and true stitch sampler by Marianne Forrest-
al. Marianne has done many version of Christmas/Holiday al. Marianne has done many version of Christmas/Holiday 
themed afghans. This one is being work as a stitch along with themed afghans. This one is being work as a stitch along with 
us and I am truly loving how it’s turning out. us and I am truly loving how it’s turning out. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 50” wide x 60” long. 

Designed with Red Heart® Super 

Saver™. 

Level: An intermediate level with 5 

separate distinct sections for learning 

such as the ripple, cluster stitch, lark-

foot, bobble stripes and chevron. It’s 

a fabulous stash buster.  

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/crochet-happy-holiday-throw-pattern/
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Holly Jolly Mosaic

A mosaic concept that appears like Christmas wrapping pa-A mosaic concept that appears like Christmas wrapping pa-
per. Easy repeating design that makes for a lovely blanket per. Easy repeating design that makes for a lovely blanket 
you can pull out each festive season. you can pull out each festive season. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 50” wide x 59” long. 

Designed with Red Heart® Super 

Saver™. 

Level: An intermediate level with in-

terlocking aka mosaic stitching con-

cepts. Beautiful to 昀椀nish and fabulous 
for gift giving. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/crochet-holly-jolly-mosaic-christmas-blanket/
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CHaracters

Designed by Sarah from Repeat Crafter Me. Initially, this Designed by Sarah from Repeat Crafter Me. Initially, this 
was a Stitch Along for Christmas but the full pattern is now was a Stitch Along for Christmas but the full pattern is now 
available. available. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 35” wide x 40” long. 

Designed with Bernat® Super Val-

ue™. 

Level: An easy-level skill that is in-

tended to warm hearts and smiles for 

children. Sarah has a terri昀椀c ability to 
make the simpliest of things so ado-

ably cute.

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://www.yarnspirations.com/christmas-characters-crochet-blanket/BRC0502-029578M.html?utm_source=Influencer_TCC&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=2022_10_24_Christmas_Characters_Crochet_Blanket
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Interlocking

Designed by the Yarnspirations Design Team. Intended for Designed by the Yarnspirations Design Team. Intended for 
interlocking with using two yarns at the same time that wrap interlocking with using two yarns at the same time that wrap 
around each other without truly connecting. It’s a skill all to around each other without truly connecting. It’s a skill all to 
itself. itself. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 49” wide x 67” long. 

Designed with Bernat® Forever 

Fleece™. 

Level: De昀椀nitely an intermediate lev-

el that poses challenges as you work 

through it. The 昀椀nishing results are 
amazing though. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://www.yarnspirations.com/bernat-lattice-crochet-blanket/BRC0502-033790M.html?utm_source=Influencer_TCC&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=2022_10_22_Bernat_Lattice_Crochet_Blanket
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Happy Stitch Sample

Designed by Nicole Winer, Yarnspirations Designer, for a Designed by Nicole Winer, Yarnspirations Designer, for a 
fun stitch along type project. Cheerful in nature, just like Ni-fun stitch along type project. Cheerful in nature, just like Ni-
cole. I may consider this as a stitch along for the future. cole. I may consider this as a stitch along for the future. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 50.5” wide x 58” long. 

Designed with Patons® Canadi-

ana™. 

Level: Intermediate level with a mix of 

di昀昀erent stitch combinations intend-

ed on keeping you entertained and on 

your toes. I love stitch samplers and 

this would keep my attention and make 

for a great gift.

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://www.yarnspirations.com/patons-happy-holidays-crochet-blanket/PAC0502-033794M.html?utm_source=Influencer_TCC&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=2022_10_22_Patons_Happy_Holidays_Crochet_Blanket
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Snow Days

Designed by Mikey for Winter 2022. It has a small nod to Designed by Mikey for Winter 2022. It has a small nod to 
Christmas but is more intended for winter. I was thinking, Christmas but is more intended for winter. I was thinking, 
while designing in incredible heat of August what a snow day while designing in incredible heat of August what a snow day 
would feel like. would feel like. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 62” wide x 62” long. De-

signed with Caron® One Pound™. 

Level: This border lines easy to inter-

mediate level. Fun play with the loops 

to connect the snow昀氀akes to the 
squares. Sewing the sqaures to make 

a frame that has a beautiful 昀椀nish. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/snow-days-and-hot-chocolate-crochet-blanket-stitch-along/
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Crochet Diamonds

A 1950’s vintage feel to Christmas with the Diamonds Blan-A 1950’s vintage feel to Christmas with the Diamonds Blan-
ket. ket. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 50” wide x 62” long. 

Designed with Red Heart Super 

Saver. 

Level: This is an intermediate level 

that requires you to join diamonds at 

the end. A schematic is included.

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://www.yarnspirations.com/products/red-heart-crochet-diamond-blanket?utm_source=Influencer_TCC&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=2023_10_04_Red_Heart_Crochet_Diamond_Blanket
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Gingerbread House

A happy ending for Christmas with a cute non-edible (of A happy ending for Christmas with a cute non-edible (of 
course) Gingerbread House Theme Blanket. course) Gingerbread House Theme Blanket. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 42” wide x 56” long. 

Designed with Red Heart Super 

Saver. 

Level: This border lines easy to inter-

mediate level. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://www.yarnspirations.com/products/red-heart-gingerbread-house-throw?utm_source=Influencer_TCC&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=2023_10_04_Red_Heart_Gingerbread_House_Throw
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Deck the Halls

A modern look and feel to Christmas with the Deck the Halls A modern look and feel to Christmas with the Deck the Halls 
Wave Blanket. Wave Blanket. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 46” wide x 54” long. 

Designed with Red Heart Super 

Saver Jumbo. 

Level: This is a near beginner level of 

crochet project to try. A crochet dia-

gram is available. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://www.yarnspirations.com/products/red-heart-deck-the-halls-crochet-christmas-blanket?utm_source=Influencer_TCC&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=2023_10_04_Red_Heart_Deck_the_Halls_Crochet_Christmas_Blanket
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Interwoven

Like Christmas and candy mixed together. This has the Grinch Like Christmas and candy mixed together. This has the Grinch 
look to it too. look to it too. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 48” wide x 55” long. 

Designed with Bernat Blanket. 

Level: This an easy level blanket done 

in stripes and then put together at the 

end. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://www.yarnspirations.com/products/bernat-interwoven-colorful-crochet-stripes-blanket?utm_source=Influencer_TCC&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=2023_10_04_Bernat_Interwoven_Colorful_Crochet_Stripes_Blanket_Pattern
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C2C Snow昀氀ake

New for 2023 is the Happy Snow昀氀ake Corner to Corner New for 2023 is the Happy Snow昀氀ake Corner to Corner 
(C2C) blanket. It is like a graphghan but for C2C. (C2C) blanket. It is like a graphghan but for C2C. 

Follow along with this pattern. Follow along with this pattern. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 51” wide x 59” long. 

Designed with Bernat Blanket. 

Level: This is an intermediate pattern. 

A crochet chart is available to follow 

along. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://www.yarnspirations.com/products/bernat-c2c-happy-snowflake-crochet-blanket?utm_source=Influencer_TCC&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=2023_10_04_Bernat_C2C_Happy_Snowflake_Crochet_Blanket_Pattern
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Snowplow BLanket

Designed by Sarah from Repeat Crafter Me. This really neat Designed by Sarah from Repeat Crafter Me. This really neat 
blanket has the basics of stitching but with an added motif at blanket has the basics of stitching but with an added motif at 
the end to bring it all together. the end to bring it all together. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 33” wide x 42” long. 

Designed with Bernat Super Value 

and Bernat Pipsqueak. 

Level: This is an easy level pattern for 

you to enjoy.

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://www.yarnspirations.com/products/bernat-crochet-snowplow-blanket?utm_source=Influencer_TCC&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=2023_10_04_Bernat_Crochet_Snowplow_Blanket
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Study of Snow

Designed by Mikey for Winter 2023. It’s an easy repeating Designed by Mikey for Winter 2023. It’s an easy repeating 
pattern that can be done colourfully too. pattern that can be done colourfully too. 

Project Details & Clickable Link to Free Pattern

This afghan is 68” wide x 68” long. 

Designed with Bernat Blanket. 

Level: Easy to intermediate level with 

the help of the free tutorial that is in-

cluded. 

GET THIS PATTERN
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https://thecrochetcrowd.com/study-of-snow-crochet-blanket/

